
There’s a lot of chatter about inflation right now in the news and in the political realm. While some 
of the news can be overblown and meant to stir up fear, there’s also a lot of legitimacy to the 
current focus on inflation. After all, we’re seeing higher inflation than we’ve seen since the 1980’s. 
That said, we’d like to take a moment to help clarify what inflation is, how it impacts us, and most 
importantly what we can do in our own lives to mitigate its impact and continue to live free of fear 
and with a focus on True Wealth.

WHAT IS IT?

Inflation is defined as a general increase in prices and fall in the purchasing value of money. Simply 
put, a gallon of milk or a tank of gas cost more today than they did before. Another way of saying 
it is if you had $1 you could buy a candy bar in the past, but now you can no longer buy that same 
candy bar with just $1. Your dollar is still one dollar, but the value of your dollar has gone down in 
the real world.

WHY DOES IT HAPPEN?

To keep it simple, inflation happens when more dollars enter the economy (commonly referred to 
as an increase in the money supply). As a result, more dollars are chasing the same amount of 
goods and services that existed before.

Let’s imagine an entire economy made up of 10 apples and $10...the cost of one apple would 
naturally be $1. Now let’s throw an extra $10 into that economy but keep the number of apples the 
same. Now we have $20 and 10 apples, so the cost of one apple is now $2. That’s inflation!

Let’s bring this into what we are experiencing today: in the last two years we have had both an 
increase in the money supply as well as a reduction in goods and services due to Covid and the 
corresponding policies, shutdowns, and supply chain issues. In our analogy, that’s an increase in 
dollars AND a reduction in apples. For example, if we reduce the number of apples to 5 but still 
have $20, the apple now costs $4/apple.

Although it will take some time, the good news is that these inflationary pressures are unlikely to 
continue forever. The Fed has (finally) started to increase interest rates and take measures to 
reduce the money supply. We also have already started to see some supply chain issues improve 
which brings more goods and services back into the economy.

HOW DOES IT IMPACT ME?

The biggest way we all are impacted by inflation is of course our rising costs in our day-to-day 
living. Groceries, gas, and car prices are among the areas seeing the largest price increases. To 
combat inflation, the Federal Reserve can raise interest rates. This increases borrowing costs for 
new debt, which reflects in things like higher monthly payments on new mortgage loans.

WHAT CAN I DO ABOUT IT?

The most important thing during times like this is to stay focused on the things that are in our 
control. Here are a few practical strategies that we can implement to help offset the impacts of 
inflation and keep our focus on what matters, living out your True Wealth.

- Work to keep your income up with the rate of inflation. Pay raises at work, extra hours, or 
picking up a side gig are all examples of this.

- Be an asset owner and investor: homes and if suitable, long-term investments such as mutual 
funds and ETFs can be a way to pursue growth. Inflation increases the risks and costs of ‘doing 
nothing’, because money sitting under the mattress will simply lose value over time.

- Work to become debt free and avoid future debt, as higher interest rates make debt even more 
expensive to the borrower. The lack of debt payments should also free up cash to put to work 
in investments that seek to build your wealth instead of eroding it.

Content in this material is for general information only and not intended to provide specific advice or recommendations 
for any individual. Investing in mutual funds involves risk, including possible loss of principal. Fund value will fluctuate 
with market conditions and it may not achieve its investment objective. ETFs trade like stocks, are subject to 
investment risk, fluctuate in market value, and may trade at prices above or below the ETF's net asset value (NAV). 
Upon redemption, the value of fund shares may be worth more or less than their original cost. ETFs carry additional 
risks such as not being diversified, possible trading halts, and index tracking errors.
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